Structured matrix algebras L and a generalized BFGS-type iterative scheme have been recently investigated to introduce low-complexity quasi-Newton methods, named LQN, for solving general (non-structured) minimization problems. In this paper we introduce the L k QN methods, which exploit ad hoc algebras at each step. Since the structure of the updated matrices can be modiÿed at each iteration, the new methods can better ÿt the Hessian matrix, thereby improving the rate of convergence of the algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study a new class of quasi-Newton (QN) algorithms for the minimization of a function f : R n → R, which are a generalization of some previous methods introduced in Reference [1] . The innovative algorithms, named L k QN, exploit, in the quasi-Newton iterative scheme x k+1 = x k − k B 
where the n × n matrix A k is picked up in a structured matrix algebra L k , shares some signiÿcant property with B k and is p.d. In (1) , '(·; s k ; y k ) denotes a function updating p.d. matrices into p.d. matrices, whenever s T k y k ¿0, i.e.
A p:d:
T k y k ¿0 by using classical Armijo-Goldstein conditions (see (7) or Reference [2] ). We underline that other possible updating formulas could be utilized (see e.g. Reference [3] ).
Hessian approximations of type (1) were studied in the case L k = L for any k, where L is a ÿxed space, and the matrix A k is the best approximation in the Frobenius norm of B k in L [1] . Such matrix A k , denoted by L B k , inherites positive deÿniteness from B k . So, by property (2), B k+1 = '(L B k ; s k ; y k ) is a p.d. matrix (provided that s T k y k ¿0). As a consequence, the LQN methods of Reference [1] yield a descent direction d k+1 .
If L is deÿned as the set sd U of all matrices simultaneously diagonalized by a fast discrete transform U (see (8) ), then the time and space complexity of LQN is O(n log n) and O(n), respectively [1, 4] . The latter result makes LQN methods suitable for minimizing functions f where n is large. In fact, numerical experiences show the competitivity of LQN with limitedmemory BFGS (L-BFGS), which is an e cient method for solving large-scale problems [4] . Moreover, a global linear convergence result for the class of NS LQN methods is obtained in References [1, 5] , by extending the analogous BFGS convergence result of Powell [6] with a proper use of some crucial properties of the matrix L B k .
The local convergence properties of LQN were studied in Reference [7] . It is proved, in particular, that LQN converges to a minimum point x * of f with a superlinear rate of convergence whenever
The latter result is rather restrictive but suggests that, in order to improve LQN e ciency, one might modify the algebra L in each iteration k, i.e. introduce the L k QN methods. This requires a concept of 'closeness' of a space L k with respect to a matrix B k and the construction, at each iteration, of a space L k as 'close' as possible to B k . Two important properties of B k are that B k is p.d. and B k s k−1 = y k−1 . So, we can say that a structured matrix algebra L k is 'close' to B k if L k includes matrices satisfying the latter properties, i.e. if
• the set {X ∈ L k : X is p:d: and
Once such space L k is introduced, we can conceive at least two L k QN algorithms, based on the updating formula (1):
The present paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall some basic notions on quasi-Newton methods in unconstrained minimization and, in particular, the BFGS algorithm (Broyden et al., '70) [2, 8] . In Section 3 we describe the basic properties of the LQN methods, recently introduced in Reference [1] . The latter methods turn out to be more e cient than BFGS and extremely competitive with L-BFGS for solving large-scale minimization problems [4] . In order to improve the LQN e ciency, in Section 4 we introduce the innovative L k QN algorithms. Assuming that L k is the set of all matrices diagonalized by a unitary matrix U k , we translate the previous requirement • to a condition on U k (see (16) 
QUASI-NEWTON METHODS FOR THE UNCONSTRAINED MINIMIZATION
We have to minimize a function f, i.e. solve the problem:
Let us apply a QN method to the gradient vector function ∇f. Given x 0 ∈ R n , B 0 = n × n p.d., a QN method generates a sequence {x k } ∞ k=0 convergent to a zero of ∇f, by exploiting a QN iterative scheme, i.e. a Newton scheme where the Hessian ∇ 2 f(x k ) is replaced by a suitable approximation B k :
The matrix 
Note that for n = 1 the matrix B k+1 is a scalar and is uniquely deÿned as the di erence quotient of the derivative function f (x), i.e. we retrieve the ordinary secant method applied to f . In the general case (n¿1), the secant equation has many possible solutions and, as a consequence, several secant algorithms can be deÿned. In BFGS (Broyden et al., '70) [2, 8, 9] , the matrix B k+1 is deÿned as a rank-2 perturbation of the previous Hessian approximation B k :
where
By the structure of ', (1) BFGS is a secant method (2) BFGS has the following property: if B k is p.d. then B k+1 is p.d. provided that the inner product between y k and s k is positive. Thus:
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The condition s T k y k ¿0 can be assured by a suitable choice of the step length k [2] . In particular, it is satisÿed if k is chosen in the Armijo-Goldstein set
The BFGS method has a local superlinear rate of convergence and an O(n 2 ) time and space complexity. As a consequence, in unconstrained minimization BFGS is often more e cient than the modiÿed Newton algorithm. However, the implementation of BFGS becomes prohibitive when in problem (3) the number n of variables is large. Such large scale problems arise, for example, in the learning process of neural networks [4, 10] .
LQN METHODS
The aim of LQN methods [1] is to reduce the complexity of BFGS by maintaining as more as possible a quasi-Newton behaviour. Several attempts were performed towards this direction (see e.g. References [11] [12] [13] ). The main idea in Reference [1] is to replace B k with a simpler matrix chosen in an algebra L. Let U be a n × n unitary matrix and deÿne L as the set of all matrices diagonalized by U (L = sd U ):
Pick up in L the best approximation of B k in the Frobenius norm. Call this matrix the best least squares ÿt to B k in L and denote it by L B k . Then apply the updating function ' to L B k :
This fact is a simple consequence of the following expression of the eigenvalues of L B k :
Thanks to this property, we have also for LQN methods that B k+1 inherites p.d. from B k whenever s T k y k ¿0; moreover, under the same condition s
Thus we have two possible descent directions. 1. The ÿrst one in terms of B k+1 , leading to a secant method:
The second one in terms of L B k+1 , leading to a non-secant method:
In References [1, 5] it is proved that NS LQN has a linear rate of convergence, whereas numerical experiences in Reference [4] show that S LQN has a faster convergence rate.
Moreover, each step of any LQN method can be implemented so that the most expensive operations are two U transforms and some vector inner products. This fact can be easily proved by examining the identity
and, in the secant case, the Shermann-Morrison-Woodbury inversion formula (see References [1, 4] ). It is well known in the literature that this formula can be unstable from a numerical point of view [14] . However, the experiments performed on S LQN methods have not pointed out signiÿcant di culties (see Figure 1 , Section 7 and Reference [4] ). Thus, if U deÿnes a fast discrete transform (L structured), then LQN can be implemented with SPACE COMPLEXITY: O(n) = memory allocations for U , for vectors involved in iteration (11) and in computing d k+1 , TIME COMPLEXITY (per step): O(n log n) = cost of U · z.
Numerical experiences on large-scale problems [4] have shown that S LQN, L = H ≡ Hartley algebra = sd U , U ij = 1= √ n(cos(2 ij=n) + sin(2 ij=n)) [15] [16] [17] has a good rate of convergence and is competitive with the well-known L-BFGS method (for L-BFGS see References [8, 13, 18] ). For example, in Figure 1 is reported the time required by S LQN, and by L-BFGS, m = 13; 30; 90, to minimize the error function associated with a 34-38-2 neural network for learning the ionosphere data (see Reference [10] ). Here the number of variables n is 1408 (for more details see Reference [4] ). We recall that the L-BFGS procedure is deÿned in terms of the m pairs (s j ; y j ); j = k; : : : ; k − m + 1. Thus Figure 1 shows that strong storage requirements are needed (m = 90) in order to make L-BFGS competitive with LQN.
L k QN METHODS
The idea in LQN methods is to replace B k in B k+1 = '(B k ; s k ; y k ) with a suitable matrix A k of a structured algebra L. In Reference [1] this matrix A k is the best approximation in the Frobenius norm of B k = '(A k−1 ; s k−1 ; y k−1 ). In the present paper, we try to satisfy the secant equation
by means of a suitable approximation A k of B k where A k belongs to an algebra L. It is clear that in order to implement this new idea, the space L and therefore the structure of L must change at each iteration k. The innovative L k QN methods obtained in this way can better ÿt the Hessian structure, thereby improving the rate of convergence of the algorithm. As a matter of fact, some theoretical and experimental results reported in Reference [7] had already suggested that an adaptive choice of L during the minimization process is perhaps the best way to obtain more e cient LQN algorithms.
Both the previous and the innovative procedures are shown in the following scheme:
BFGS : Let us introduce a basic criterion for choosing L k , by assuming
at the generic step k. Let A k denote the matrix of L k that we have to update. So 
Note that the latter conditions may yield a matrix A k which is not the best approximation in
, in general). Since A k must be an element of the matrix algebra L k , it will have the form A k = U k d(w k )U * k , for some vector w k . Then, the secant condition (ii) can be rewritten in order to determine w k via U * k , i.e.
Finally, the positive deÿniteness condition (i) is veriÿed if (w k ) i ¿0. So, the basic criterion for choosing L k is the following one: (16) and deÿne L k as in (13) . Note that (16) is equivalent to say that ∃U k unitary and (w k ) i ¿0 such that the secant equation 
The two possible descent directions are
Note that both directions (I) and (II) are deÿned in terms of matrices satisfying the secant equation.
The following questions arise: There exists a unitary matrix U k satisfying the condition (16)? Can this matrix be easily obtained?
PRACTICAL L k QN METHODS
We have observed that s T k−1 y k−1 ¿0 is a necessary condition for the existence of a unitary matrix U k satisfying (16) . Actually, the following result holds. 
Observe that (17) is the condition required to obtain a p.d. matrix B k = '(A k−1 ; s k−1 ; y k−1 ), i.e. (17) is already satisÿed (remember that the inequality s T k−1 y k−1 ¿0 can be obtained by choosing the step length k−1 in the AG k−1 set).
Let H (z) denote the Householder matrix corresponding to the vector z, i.e.
(H (0) = I ). In order to prove Theorem 5.1, we need a preliminary result which turns out to be useful for the explicit computation of U * k .
Lemma 5.2
Given two vectors s; y ∈ R n \{0}, let r; x ∈ R n be such that r x = 0, r i = 0 ∀i and the cosine of the angle between r and x is equal to the cosine of the angle between s and y, i.e.
Then U * s = ( s = r )r, U * y = ( y = x )x and
2 ). As a consequence, for any unitary matrix Q we have
Now choose Q such that p 1 = p 2 or, equivalently,
in the Frobenius norm of B k and apply
the latter deÿnition of B k+1 leads to two possible descent directions which are expressed in terms of B k+1 and in terms of L k+1 B k+1
, respectively. The former leads to a secant method, the latter to a non-secant one:
, we can apply Theorem 3.2 of Reference [1] , thereby stating the following convergence results.
for some constant M , then a subsequence of the gradients converges to the null vector. If, moreover, the level set I 0 = {x : f(x)6f(x 0 )} is bounded, then a subsequence of {x k } converges to a stationary point x * of f and f(x k ) → f(x * ).
Corollary 6.2
Let f be a twice continuously di erentiable convex function in the level set I 0 . Assume I 0 convex and bounded. Then all the assertions of Theorem 6.1 hold, moreover, f(x * ) = min x∈R n f(x).
In the next section, experimental results will clearly show that the novel NS L k QN outperforms the previous NS LQN [1] in which the space L is maintained unchanged in the optimization procedure. However, NS and S L k QN methods cannot be applied in the present form to large-scale problems since no relation exists between L k+1 and L k (or U k+1 and U k ) which allows to compute the eigenvalues z k+1 of L We may summarize the main ideas of the present paper in the following scheme:
BFGS:
We have compared the performances of L k QN and LQN methods in the minimization of some simple test functions f taken from Reference [2] (see Tables I and II ) and in solving the more di cult problem cited in Section 3 where f has 1408 independent variables (see Table III and Figure 2 ). The LQN method is implemented with L = H, where H is the Hartley algebra. The matrices U k utilized in L k QN methods are the product of two Householder matrices, as suggested in Section 5 (see the proof of Theorem 5.1). Table III and Figure 2 refer to experiences performed on a Pentium 4, 2 GHz, whereas Tables I and II (as well as Figure 1 ) report results of experiments run on an Alpha Server 800 5=333. Table I reports the number of iterations required by NS LQN (Section 3) and NS L k QN (Section 6) to obtain f(x k )¡ , = 10 −4 ; 10 −6 ; 10 −8 . It is clear that the rate of convergence of non-secant methods may be considerably improved by changing the space L at each iteration k. Recall that NS methods are convergent.
The same set of benchmarks is exploited to study the behaviour of the algorithms S LQN (Section 3), S L k QN (Section 6) and L k QN (I) (Section 4). Table II shows that the latter methods are faster than the NS algorithms. Moreover, S L k QN and L k QN (I) turn out to be superior to S LQN in most cases.
When n is large, the best performances of L k QN is obtained by slightly modifying the alternative L k QN methods, following procedure 1-3 suggested at the end of the previous section. The unitary matrix U mj , deÿning the space L mj = sd U mj (see (13) ), is in fact kept ÿxed until the quotients w i = [U * mj y k−1 ] i =[U * mj s k−1 ] i , k¿m j , remain positive. The latter procedure allows to obtain a more signiÿcant information on the spectrum of the Hessian ∇ 2 f(x k+1 ) at a lower cost with respect to LQN. As Table III and Figure 2 show, the performances of such modiÿed alternative NS and S L k QN algorithms are extremely encouraging for solving the ionosphere problem [10] where n = 1408. In particular, this can be seen by comparing the results with those illustrated in Figure 1 .
